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Abstract: The novel coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has brought to light the role
of environmental hygiene in controlling disease transmission. Healthcare facilities are hot spots
for infectious pathogens where physical distancing and personal protective equipment (PPE) are
not always sufficient to prevent disease transmission. Healthcare facilities need to consider adjunct
strategies to prevent transmission of infectious pathogens. In combination with current infection
control procedures, many healthcare facilities are incorporating ultraviolet (UV) disinfection into their
routines. This review considers how pathogens are transmitted in healthcare facilities, the mechanism
of UV microbial inactivation and the documented activity of UV against clinical pathogens. Emphasis
is placed on the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2) as well as multidrug
resistant organisms (MDROs) that are commonly transmitted in healthcare facilities. The potential
benefits and limitations of UV technologies are discussed to help inform healthcare workers, including
clinical studies where UV technology is used in healthcare facilities.

Keywords: COVID-19; SARS-CoV-2; UVC; antibiotic resistance; environmental cleaning; hospital-
acquired infections; health; pathogens; innovative technologies

1. Introduction

Nosocomial, or healthcare-acquired infections (HAIs), refer to infections that origi-
nate within a healthcare setting. These infections are largely preventable and encompass
significant morbidity and mortality for patients [1,2]. HAIs also hold a significant financial
burden for healthcare systems, with cost estimates exceeding billions of dollars [3]. The
global spread of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) has accelerated this burden and is
overwhelming healthcare capacities worldwide. The most common nosocomial pathogens
are bacteria and viruses. While there is a plethora of antibiotic therapies available resistance
towards antibiotics and the inability of these compounds to treat viral infections, limits
effective treatment options [4]. These pathogens can survive on surfaces for days, even
years, where they can be transmitted between people and surfaces throughout healthcare
facilities [5]. Diseases that are difficult to treat (e.g., COVID-19 and multidrug-resistant
organisms (MDROs)) present the highest risk to healthcare systems [4]. Thus, prevention
of disease, rather than treatment, is paramount.

Effective disinfection of clinical surfaces is therefore essential, as gaps in infection
control procedures facilitate the transmission of these infectious pathogens [6]. How-
ever, studies have shown that less than 50% of surfaces in patient rooms are cleaned
effectively [7,8] and that these rooms become environmental reservoirs, that can infect
subsequent room occupants [9]. Enhanced environmental cleaning protocols result in
lower overall contamination [7,8,10], and a decreased bioburden results in reduced infec-
tion rates [11,12]. Therefore, it is essential to consider enhanced environmental cleaning
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to prevent the transmission of healthcare-associated infections. While essential, manual
cleaning alone is not sufficient to control the transmission of infectious pathogens. Novel
strategies must focus on the disinfection of pathogens for all modes of disease trans-
mission. Particularly pathogens that are the most difficult to treat, including viral and
MDR infections.

1.1. Mechanisms of Viral Mutation

Viral mutation is an important driver of the spread of disease. Mutant strains may not
be recognized by the immune system and treatment options may be limited. Antigenic drift
and antigenic shift can diminish the efficacy of vaccines (Figure 1). When a shift occurs, the
mutant virus is more likely to cause a pandemic as the population has no immunity towards
it [13]. For example, as severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus-2 (SARS-CoV-2)
spreads around the world it is slowly mutating [14]. Most mutations do not significantly
affect virility, however, gain-of-function mutations offer an evolutionary advantage and
spread quickly through populations. For example, both SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2
use the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor for entry into host cells [15].
Yet the SARS-CoV-2 virus is more efficient for cell entry [16,17]. The delta variant of
SARS-CoV-2 spreads up to 3× faster than the original strain [18]. This variant replicates
rapidly in human hosts, is more effective to enter cells, and may suppress the host immune
system [19]. Researchers have identified mutations in the spike protein D614G, which
increases the density of this protein on the surface, facilitating greater entry into cells [20,21].
Currently, the available vaccines for SARS-CoV-2 are effective against the delta variant [22].
However, it is evolutionarily unavoidable that a vaccine-resistant strain will emerge and
leave us unprotected [23]. Thus, non-vaccine strategies must be included to prevent the
spread of disease. To replicate and spread, viruses need a living host, and so the most
effective way to reduce the spread of mutant strains is to eradicate them before they can
infect a host.
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1.2. Mechanisms of Antibiotic Resistance

It’s important to note that while the world has focused on the COVID-19 pandemic,
antimicrobial resistance is another pandemic in the making [24,25]. Many believe that
we are already amid this “silent pandemic” [26–28]. The consequences of widespread
antimicrobial resistance are almost unimaginable. Many aspects of medicine rely on effec-
tive antimicrobial treatment and several everyday procedures would no longer be as safe.
These include elective surgery, joint replacement, open heart surgery, cesarean births, cancer
chemotherapy, organ transplants, diabetes management, and dental procedures [29–31].

Despite their simple unicellular composition, bacteria have continued to survive for
over three billion years. One reason for this is their remarkable genetic plasticity and
adaptability to changing environments [32]. In the same way that bacteria can acquire resis-
tance to antibiotics, they can also develop resistance to detergents and disinfectants [33,34].
Sub-optimal concentrations and/or contact times can result in the survival of microbial
populations [35]. Gram-negative bacteria, bacterial spores, biofilms, and enveloped viruses
are more resistant to disinfectants due to their outer membranes [36]. These bacteria may
persist in the healthcare environment where they may be easily transmitted to vulnerable
patients [37]. Thus, research into infection control strategies distinct from current strategies
(e.g., antibiotics, detergents, disinfectants) is needed to prevent MDRO infections.

1.3. Disease Transmission in Healthcare Facilities

Infections in healthcare facilities have an enormous socioeconomic burden with severe
mortality and morbidity for patients [38]. With the rapid spread of COVID-19 and the
increasing emergence of MDROs, it is therefore essential to understand routes of disease
transmission to prevent future infections. The epidemiological triad reflects the three key
factors of pathogen transmission: a susceptible host, a virulent pathogen, and a favor-
able environment (Figure 2). Host factors are the most difficult for healthcare facilities
to regulate. Many patients are admitted with comorbidities or age-related diseases [39].
Vaccination status is particularly relevant in the context of COVID-19, but hospitals can-
not discriminate against unvaccinated patients and not all infectious pathogens have an
available vaccine. The most relevant factors for infection control are the pathogen and
the environment.
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Figure 2. The epidemiological triad of disease transmission.

The four main routes of disease transmission are contact, vehicle, airborne, and vector
transmission. Contact transmission involves physical contact and the direct transfer of the
organism from one individual to another. Appropriate hand hygiene protocols are essential
to prevent direct contact transmission [40]. Vehicle transmission is the indirect transfer from
an infectious agent from a reservoir to a host. The most common vehicles in healthcare
facilities are via fomites, where microbes are transmitted by contaminated surfaces in
the patient’s environment. These could be contaminated catheters, surgical instruments,
or objects in patient rooms. Regular disinfection of surfaces is needed to prevent cross-
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contamination in healthcare facilities [41]. Vehicle transmission also encompasses oral
ingestion of contaminated foods such as norovirus and rotavirus. Airborne transmission
occurs when microorganisms are suspended in the air and enter the host through the
respiratory passages. This is often the most difficult mode of transmission to regulate
in healthcare facilities and is largely dependent on correct room ventilation [42]. Vector
transmission is spread via an animal, most commonly arthropods biting the host to facilitate
entry into the body. This is most relevant to the transmission of malaria, Dengue fever, and
Lyme disease [43].

Fomite and airborne transmission are underappreciated environmental causes of
HAIs [44]. While most infection control procedures focus on handwashing compliance,
recent evidence continues to reveal that contaminated hospital surfaces and air play a large
role in the transmission of disease [45,46]. Cohen and colleagues most recently provided
evidence indicating that patients allocated to wardrooms of previously infected occupants
had a 5.8× increased risk of acquiring the same infection [9]. This suggests current terminal
room cleaning standards are not effective to remove pathogens. Another study demon-
strated that prosthetic joint infection rates decreased when a supplemental ultraclean air
decontamination system was introduced into the operating room, indicating that airborne
transmission of pathogens may play an unprecedented role in the transmission of surgical
site infections [47].

While there are many routes of transmission to consider in healthcare facilities the
COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the critical role of environmental disinfection. Per-
sonal protective equipment (PPE) is considered the most paramount infection control
strategy, followed by physical distancing and hand hygiene protocols [48]. While these
are essential in limiting transmission of COVID-19, these alone are not effective in control-
ling the spread of disease [49–51]. In a remarkable feat of medicine, multiple efficacious
and safe vaccines were developed and have dramatically reduced the transmission of
COVID-19 across the world. However, we must consider a multi-strategy approach to
prevent the transmission of all infectious pathogens, particularly vaccine-resistant and
drug-resistant pathogens.

1.4. Current Approach to Infection Control

The key focus areas for infection control stem from the relevant modes of disease
transmission [52,53]. To prevent contact transmission of infectious pathogens the primary
focus is on correct hand hygiene procedures. This includes following the “5 moments
of hand hygiene”, where hand hygiene must be performed before and after touching a
patient, before and after the procedure, and after touching a patient’s surroundings [54]. For
routine medical procedures, gloves are considered as single-use items and must be changed
between patients and procedures. It is recommended that visibly soiled hands are cleaned
with soap and water, and for routine disinfection, an alcohol-based hand rub containing
60–80% v/v ethanol is used. Hand hygiene practices have decreased the incidence of
infections associated with MDROs [55]. However, hand hygiene practices alone are not
sufficient to prevent all HAIs. Hands may become rapidly re-contaminated after hand
hygiene procedures [56]. Incorrect hand washing techniques may reduce the efficacy of
microbial elimination. It is also notoriously difficult to maintain compliance after a hand
hygiene intervention [57]. Many healthcare workers have documented skin irritation after
the prolonged use of ethanol gels and therefore may reduce or eliminate the use of these
products [58]. Similar limitations apply to the use of PPE. While gloves protect healthcare
workers’ hands from infectious pathogens, they can become quickly contaminated and
result in cross-transmission to the patient and the healthcare environment [59].

To prevent fomite transmission of infectious pathogens the primary focus is on en-
vironmental cleaning. This includes medical equipment, clinical and patient rooms. A
detergent solution is used to clean most clinical surfaces (e.g., handrails, benches) and
a disinfectant is added to higher risk surfaces (e.g., operating theatres, bathrooms) [45].
While manual cleaning is essential there are multiple limitations to manual disinfection.
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First of all, effective cleaning requires time and resources, which are often stretched in
healthcare facilities [60]. The suitability of cleaning products must be determined for each
surface or setting [61]. Manufacturers’ instructions and effectiveness of the product against
particular organisms, including microbiological activity and contact time required to kill
pathogens, should be considered.

To prevent airborne transmission of infectious pathogens, the primary focus is on air
filtration. This includes face coverings, high-efficiency particulate absorbing (HEPA) air
filtration, and ventilation procedures. The use of facemasks has become commonplace not
only in healthcare facilities but in the community, to prevent the transmission of COVID-19.
However, their effectiveness depends on correct supply and use. Shortages of PPE often
meant that healthcare workers needed to reuse PPE, particularly N95 respirators [62].
Additionally, HEPA air filters and increased air exchanges were introduced into heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. While effective, these systems cannot be
implemented in all areas.

There is a clear need for adjunct disinfection strategies to further reduce the transmis-
sion of infectious pathogens. Where human health is concerned, prevention is certainly
better than cure. This is especially relevant when we consider the increasing rates of infec-
tions caused by COVID-19 and MDROs. Several studies have assessed the cost/benefit
analysis of infection prevention strategies. Economically, it is more cost-effective to fund
infection prevention strategies as opposed to treating established infections [63]. Through-
out the COVID-19 pandemic, UVC disinfection for air and surfaces has gained popularity
in healthcare facilities across the world. UVC disinfection is not a new discovery, rather in
the last 10 years has been developed for specific healthcare applications. The following
sections of this review discuss how UVC technology may be used as an adjunct disinfection
strategy in healthcare facilities.

2. Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation

Ultraviolet germicidal irradiation uses UV wavelengths of light in the germicidal range
(320–200 nm). The electromagnetic spectrum is presented in Figure 3. Radiation below
320 nm is acintic, causing photochemical reactions when exposed [64]. UVA (320–400 nm)
lies outside this range and is not considered germicidal [64]. As the name suggests, vacuum
UV only propagates in a vacuum due to its rapid absorption by oxygen in the air. Due
to the predominant germicidal action of UVC light and its dominant use in commercial
systems, other forms of UV are not discussed in detail unless required.
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2.1. Ultraviolet Disinfection History

Today, ultraviolet light is used routinely in many industries for its germicidal proper-
ties. The first known report of light having germicidal properties was published in 1877
by Downes and Blunt. They observed that solutions exposed to sunlight remained sterile,
whereas covered solutions became contaminated with bacteria [65]. In 1892, Marshal Ward
went on to show that it was the violet end of the light spectrum responsible for bacterial
inactivation [66]. This discovery sparked global interest in the germicidal properties of
ultraviolet (UV) light (Figure 3). In 1903 Niels Finsen received the Nobel Prize in Phys-
iology or Medicine for his contribution to the treatment of tuberculosis-related diseases
with concentrated light radiation. The premise of this work was that concentrated UV
light could be used to treat lupus vulgaris-affected patients. In 1930, Gates developed the
bactericidal spectrum, where germicidal effectiveness was compared to the wavelength
of UV light. Peak germicidal activity was seen at 265 nm and that UV-light was most
effective at the 260 nm wavelength [67]. Gates suggested that UV absorbance by nucleic
acids may be responsible for cell death—not proteins, as was a common belief at the
time [68]. Hollaender and Emmons continued this notion and suggested that UV-induced
damage correlated to the absorption of nucleic acids at 265 nm [69]. It was at this time that
the discovery of penicillin prompted a boom in antibiotic research. As more affordable
antibiotics came onto the market interest in UV light diminished. However, in 1988 Bolton
demonstrated that UV light acted as a broad-spectrum disinfectant capable of inactivating
almost all bacteria, viruses, and protozoa [70]. Following this research UVC light has
been used widely as an effective tool for water disinfection. This chemical-free process
eliminates stubborn pathogens, including cryptosporidia, which are extremely resistant to
chemical disinfectants [71]

2.2. Mechanism of UV Microbial Inactivation

UV light is a form of electromagnetic radiation that causes photochemical changes
in nucleic acids and proteins, resulting in the cessation of cell replication [64]. As the
wavelength of light decreases, the energy increases (Figure 3). UVC light is most damaging
to cells as UV is most strongly absorbed by nucleic acids at 260 nm [64]. UV light is strongly
absorbed by thymine-cysteine double bonds in pyrimidine bases. This reaction results in the
breaking of this hydrogen bond, allowing the pyrimidine bases to react with neighboring
molecules. An adjacent pyrimidine base can therefore form a covalent bond, resulting in
a tight four-membered ring (Figure 4). UV can also induce cross-linking between non-
adjacent thymines, or between cytosine and guanine, but this requires increased energy
for these photochemical reactions, and thymine dimers predominate [64]. In RNA, uracil
replaces thymine and in a similar mechanism, uracil dimers are formed when exposed to
UV. Alternatively, carbon atoms on the ring structures may form a single bond resulting in
a 6-4-photoproduct.

UV light rapidly targets DNA. In one second of sunlight, a UVB dose of 4.5 J/m2

causes 50–100 double-stranded breaks in each cell [72]. Comparatively, UVC light has a
much higher energy and at the same dose causes 50,000 pyrimidine dimers per cell [73].
However, these genetic lesions can be repaired by DNA repair mechanisms of the cell [74].
Endogenous proteins identify and remove damaged sections of DNA, and then DNA
repair machinery restores the DNA to its correct sequence. If the damage is not repaired
the organism may be permanently mutated and inhibit essential metabolic functions thus
inhibiting replication [64]. The amount of cross-linking required to inactivate is surprisingly
little. When mengovirus was exposed to UV, a 6-log reduction in viral survival was related
to a 9% cross-linking of uracil bonds [75].
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UV light may also damage the protein capsid of some viruses. Damage to proteins
occurs slower than nucleic acids due to the peak absorption at 280 nm [64,76]. UV light
is known to alter protein secondary structures, expose hydrophobic regions and cause
protein unfolding or aggregation [77]. Viral RNA in close proximity to proteins may also
undergo covalent linkage when exposed to UV radiation, however, this is responsible for
less than 2% of the total protein capsid [75].

2.3. Clinical Applicability of Ultraviolet Disinfection

While detergents are commonly used to clean surfaces, they do not inactivate antibiotic-
resistant genomic material. Unless a second sterilization process occurs, these resistant
genes may linger in the environment and spread to neighboring bacteria via the process
of horizontal gene transfer. Detergents and disinfectants have no measurable impact on
airborne pathogens, which highlights the need for novel air and surface disinfection strate-
gies. UV light has been used for microbial inactivation for decades in industries such as
water sterilization, wastewater treatment, HVAC, food processing, beverage production,
and laboratory sterilization [78–80]. It is regarded as an efficacious and cost-effective
antimicrobial strategy [81].

The delay for implementation and widespread use in hospitals relates to the engi-
neering of suitable devices and clinical studies to prove efficacy. Exposed UVC is not
suitable for some healthcare environments (e.g., emergency rooms where patients and staff
cannot vacate). The most suitable application of UV disinfection is for terminal cleaning
of high-risk areas, such as operating theatres and patient isolation rooms. Upper room
UV systems can be used in occupied rooms if appropriately designed to limit UV expo-
sure to the lower room. Enclosed UVC air filtrations systems can be used anywhere, but
must be designed for sufficient UVC exposure time before filtered air is released back
into the environment. Exposure time is calculated using the inverse square law, and stan-
dards to calculate the required dose for particular pathogens (Figure 5). As UVC needs
to penetrate the outer cell layers, spores require more time than bacteria and viruses due
to their biological composition (Figure 6). UV dose is often reported in mJ/cm2 where
1 mJ/cm2 = 1000 µW·s/cm2.
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Automated UV disinfection robots can be used in most areas of the hospital environ-
ment including patient rooms, operating theatres, bathrooms, supply rooms, ambulances,
etc. However, due to the safety considerations of UVC, it is not a viable option for high-
traffic departments such as the emergency department. It is important to note that UV
disinfection is an adjunct cleaning strategy and that manual cleaning to remove physical
debris is still required. At this stage, there is no product on the market able to replace
manual cleaning. UV light can also be incorporated into HVAC air filtration units for the
enhanced elimination of airborne pathogens.

When choosing a UV surface disinfection system to suit the hospital environment it is
important to consider the various factors. Price is ultimately an important consideration
for purchasing equipment. Some devices may be purchased via a consignment rental
model which decreases the cost of an outright capital purchase. When factoring in the
price of a UV-disinfection system it is important to create a cost-benefit analysis factoring
in a 20% infection reduction model [82]. The chosen UV device must be easy to use
and transport around the hospital. Many UV systems are mobile and adaptable to their
surroundings. Many devices have scanning technology to detect their surroundings. They
may include height sensors, room mapping technology, and sensors to detect reflected
UV dose. These parameters are often generated into user reports which may be helpful
to monitor compliance. As UVC may be harmful to humans in high concentrations, each
device must be fitted with multiple safety features—including motion-sensing technology
and emergency stop buttons. UV lights built into air filtration systems should also comply
with safety measures to prevent leakage of light into the surroundings, and be monitored
and cleaned regularly to prevent dust accumulation.

2.4. Activity of UVC against Clinical Pathogens

The benefit of UV disinfection is the action on evolutionarily conserved targets (e.g.,
nucleotides). These non-specific targets are found in bacteria, viruses, fungi, and spores;
making UV disinfection a promising strategy to prevent a variety of clinical pathogens.
In theory, UVC disinfection presents an efficient method to prevent environmental trans-
mission of COVID-19. Kowalski highlights that while there are varying dosages required
to inactivate different viruses, that all microbes are susceptible to UVC inactivation [64].
In a somewhat foreshadowing prediction in 2009, they suggested that UV had “a definite
future in the control of contagious disease and if applied on a widespread basis it may be
the key to controlling epidemics and pandemics” [64].

The COVID-19 pandemic has indeed seen an influx of UV technologies being used clin-
ically for disinfection of clinical rooms, but there is limited data on the efficacy of UV against
the SARS-CoV-2 virus. Due to the similarities between SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2, early
hypotheses were generated based on evidence of UV inactivation of SARS-CoV-1. Sev-
eral reports demonstrated the ability of UVC to completely inactivate high viral loads of
SARS-CoV-1 [83]. In a laboratory setting, SARS-CoV-1 was killed rapidly after 6 min, and
viable virus particles were not detected after 15 min of exposure to corresponding to a UVC
(254 nm) dose of 1446 mJ/cm2. Since then, the ability of UVC to inactivate SARS-CoV-2
has been confirmed [84]. High viral loads of SARS-CoV-2 were completely inactivated
after 9 min of UVC (254 nm) exposure, corresponding to 1048 mJ/cm2. The data suggest
that both SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 are highly susceptible to UVC inactivation and
show promise as a chemical-free disinfection tool for clinical use. However, it is important
to note that while UVC is highly effective under laboratory conditions, the true clinical
benefit of UVC will depend on a variety of real-world factors.

While studies are limited on the ability of UVC disinfection to reduce SARS-CoV-2
transmission, many studies have looked at the ability of UVC to inactivate other clinically
relevant pathogens. Of particular concern are the number of increasing bacteria that are
resistant to antibiotics. Antibiotic-resistant bacterial infections are becoming increasingly
more difficult to treat, with pan-resistant strains (resistant to all available antibiotics)
found across the world. As UVC has a distinct mechanism compared to antimicrobial
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chemotherapy, it does not discriminate between antibiotic-sensitive and antibiotic-resistant
strains. Many studies have shown the ability of UVC to inactivate MDROs. Methicillin-
resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) and vancomycin-resistant enterococcus (VRE) are
common gram-positive bacteria causing outbreaks that are difficult to contain in healthcare
facilities. When compared to their antibiotic-susceptible counterparts, similar UVC dosages
were required for inactivation [85].

3. Airborne Transmission of Pathogens

Correctly identifying the routes of SARS-CoV-2 transmission, has profound implica-
tions for the spread of COVID-19 throughout healthcare facilities and communities. Thus,
assumptions about routes of transmission can have devastating public health implica-
tions. It is clear that detection of viable viral particles in the air are difficult to recover
accurately, and depends on many environmental factors such as humidity, sunlight, and
ventilation [86]. The limitation of current sampling methodologies and cultures has led to
studies that incorrectly dismiss the role of airborne transmission [87,88]. While originally
not considered important, the evidence is now clear that SARS-CoV-2 is primarily trans-
mitted in the air [89–91]. Early 2020 infection control procedures focused on disinfection
of surfaces, PPE, and physical distancing [92]. After an outcry from many clinicians and
epidemiological experts, it was confirmed that SARS-CoV-2 is an airborne pathogen, and
we should consider this the principal mode by which people are infected [92].

Empirical evidence in the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic supports this
mode of transmission [93,94]. Pandemics are often potentiated in communities by "super-
spreader" events, where a single person infects multiple others in a single event. Analyzing
these highly infectious events shows patterns of transmission that are only consistent
with the airborne transmission. An outbreak in Washington, USA saw 53 of 61 choir
attendees contract COVID-19, with no evidence of fomite or droplet transmission [95]. At
the time there were no identified cases in the area. Precautions were taken to limit contact
between people, physical distancing during rehearsal, and adherence to hand hygiene
protocols. Airborne transmission has also been widely documented in hotel quarantine
facilities, where SARS-CoV-2 is transmitted to people in the absence of physical contact or
shared facilities. Viable SARS-CoV-2 particles have even been collected from uninhabited
apartments in buildings with known COVID-19 positive cases [94]. This transmission was
linked to the spread of fecal aerosols through dried-out baths and floor drains.

3.1. UV Disinfection of Air

UV robots can disinfect both air and surfaces, however, due to their mutagenic effects
on organic cells they cannot be used in occupied rooms. For high-traffic environments such
as waiting rooms and operating theatres, new sources of contamination are introduced
throughout the day [96]. Airborne microbial populations are important, especially in the
flu season. It is known that the main source of airborne particles in the operating theatre is
from human occupants. It has been estimated that people shed up to 1 billion skin cells per
day [97]. Moreover, that 10% of these cells are laden with bacteria [98]. The most common
bacteria in prosthetic joint infections are the commensal bacteria Staphylococcus aureus [99].

Traditional air decontamination systems use HEPA filtration to trap particles and limit
their recirculation into the room air [100]. However, there is a limit to the efficacy of this
technology. Frequent replacement of HEPA filters is essential for their mechanism of micro-
bial clearance, yet most filters are not replaced frequently enough [101]. HEPA filters cannot
trap particles smaller than 0.3 µm, which includes viruses, volatile organic compounds
(carcinogenic), and some proteins. The diameter of SARS-CoV-2 is approximately 60 to
140 nm which is far below the size that HEPA filters can reliably trap [102]. Additionally,
any viable pathogens (bacteria and mold spores) trapped in the HEPA matrix can feed off
other trapped particles [103]. These pathogens can then multiply and be re-circulated into
the room air. Live bacteria also produce toxins which like volatile organic compounds are
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too small to be trapped in the HEPA matrix [104]. These toxins can be released back into the
air and have been shown to promote an inflammatory response in asthmatic people [105].

The latest air filtration systems utilize a hybrid of physical and biological systems to
reduce the airborne microbial burden [106,107]. These new technologies not only HEPA
filter the air, but also use UVC to disinfect the filtered particles. In many systems, con-
taminated room air is drawn in through a vent where it is passed through a pre-filter
to remove any large particles, for maximum efficacy this pre-filter should be changed
daily. Air is then circulated through a solid-state germicidal UVC chamber. This chamber
consists of a crystalline matrix that slows and traps airborne particles, where they are
rapidly inactivated by UVC light. The air is then passed through a HEPA filter before being
released back into circulation. As the air coming from the UVC chamber is 99.999% sterile,
the final HEPA filters receive little contamination and therefore are recommended to be
replaced yearly for maximum efficacy.

3.2. Upper Room UV Systems

Upper room UV systems are engineered to create a germicidal zone of UVC light,
confined to the uppermost portion of the room (Figure 7). The basic principle is to maximize
the UVC exposure of upper-room air while minimizing exposure to room occupants below.
This requires sufficient room air circulation and the exchange of “clean” and “contaminated”
air between the two zones. As air enters the germicidal zone, it is disinfected. These upper
room UV systems can run continuously, which is useful for high-risk environments such
as operating theatres or waiting rooms. As UVC is particularly hazardous to the human
cornea, the maximum eye-level irradiance dose is set to 0.2 µW/cm2 in the lower portion
of the room [108]. Many studies have shown the benefits of upper room UV systems,
particularly reducing transmission of tuberculosis and measles [109–112].
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Figure 7. Upper room UVC air disinfection system.

Essential considerations for upper room UV systems include air exchange rates, UVC
dose, UVC exposure time, ceiling height, humidity, temperature, exposure to medical
equipment, and lamp maintenance [64]. To effectively inactivate microbes in the air, the
exposure time of air to UVC must be balanced with the number of air exchanges per hour
required. A calculated rate of six air changes per hour has a relative microbial reduction
equivalent to 12 air changes without UVC [64]. The dose required to inactivate different
microbes varies, the guidelines suggest using one 30 W UVC (254 nm) lamp per 60 m2 [113].
These units are presented as guidelines and require correct installation and ventilation to
provide adequate results. Ceiling height is a limiting factor for the use of upper room UV
systems. Ceiling heights less than 2.3 m risk exposure of UVC at hazardous levels in the
lower portion of the room [64]. Room conditions such as humidity and temperature also
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affect microbial clearance. Relative humidity should be lower than 75%, and temperature
below 25 ◦C to minimize microbial self-protective mechanisms [64]. Another consideration
is the potential degradation of medical equipment exposed to continuous UVC. Fading,
bleaching, and photodegradation of certain materials (e.g., plastics) have been observed
after prolonged exposure to UVC—even at safe levels [114]. While this photodegradation is
often limited to the superficial material surface and does not affect the structural properties
of medical equipment, it should be monitored [115]. Finally, for sufficient UVC output, the
UVC lamps and systems should be regularly maintained. It is recommended that lamps
are wiped with a 70% ethanol solution to remove dust, and bulbs replaced yearly.

4. Surface Transmission of Pathogens

The healthcare environment is predisposed to harbor infectious pathogens due to the
high density of infected patients. Pathogens are shed daily from the skin of healthcare
workers and patients, or respiratory droplets and aerosols may settle on clinical surfaces,
generating fomites. These pathogens can survive on surfaces for days, to years [116].
Recently, the SARS-CoV-2 virus was viable on non-porous surfaces for at least 28 days,
and 21 days on the N95 mask material [117]. A clinical isolate of VRE was viable for over
3 years when dried onto glass surfaces [118]. C. difficile persisted on a hospital floor for
5 months, although it was not clear if this room was subject to regular cleaning [119].

Pathogens persist in the environment due to the inherent limitations of manual clean-
ing. First of all, surface disinfection is highly dependent on the correct chemical choice and
application. Many chemicals are toxic, either to the user, or the environment, and are there-
fore not suitable for clinical use. Chemicals such as bleach are corrosive for some medical
equipment and can be hazardous to use [120]. Disinfectants are often used at insufficient
wet-contact times, which are required for complete pathogen inactivation. For example,
bleach solutions require 10 min of wet contact time, often requiring multiple applications,
which is difficult to maintain in the healthcare setting [121]. Because of the specific chemical
and contact requirements for bleach, clinical surfaces are often left contaminated. After
bleach disinfection, 44% of clinical surfaces were contaminated with C. difficile and 71%
with VRE [122]. The physical size of the room and the time required for manual cleaning is
also problematic for cleaning staff. Moreover, the cleaning materials (e.g., cloths, mops) are
often contaminated and result in cross-contamination between rooms [123].

The risk of transmission of SARS-CoV-2 via surfaces is relatively low compared to
airborne and direct contact transmission. Nonetheless, it is important to consider the role
environmental surfaces play in disease transmission. Respiratory droplets and airborne
particles that carry SARS-CoV-2 can settle on surfaces, where they remain viable for up to
7 days [117]. Hand hygiene is the most effective strategy to prevent fomite transmission,
however, compliance rates are low [70]. Within households of infected and non-infected
people, surface disinfection effectively prevents secondary transmission of SARS-CoV-2,
but this is difficult to study in cases of nosocomial and community transmission [124].
While the surface transmission is difficult to study in healthcare facilities, it is known that
routine cleaning can substantially reduce virus levels on surfaces [125].

4.1. UV Disinfection of Non-Porous Surfaces

There are several devices currently on the market that use UV technology for use in
healthcare facilities (Figure 8). The two main classes are pulsed xenon UV and steady-
state UVC emitting devices. The first UV light devices developed were pulsed-xenon
UV units. They emit a broad spectrum of UV light (100–280 nm) as well as visible light
(400–700 nm). These devices often involve repositioning of the device in multiple areas
of the room [126]. This adds time as well as manual input into the disinfection process.
Contrastingly, continuous-wave UVC devices emit UV light at the 253.7 nm wavelength.
This wavelength of light is highly absorbed by nucleic acids and therefore is accountable for
the mechanism of kill [127]. Nerandzic and colleagues compared the efficacy of a pulsed
xenon UV device and continuous wave UVC [126]. They concluded that following a 10 min
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exposure period continuous UVC decreased the recovery of C. difficile and MRSA two times
greater, and VRE six times greater than pulsed xenon UV-disinfection. C. difficile spores
are notoriously difficult to eradicate in hospitals and have caused outbreaks that last for
months to years [128]. This can be attributed to their multi-layered biological composition,
and the difficulty of disinfectants to completely destroy environmental reservoirs of this
pathogen [129].
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Automated UVC disinfection technologies effectively reduce the environmental biobur-
den, including MRDOs [130–134]. As environmental bioburden is linked to transmission
of HAIs, a study on the ability of UV disinfection to reduce infection rates was conducted.
The results of a multicenter, randomized clinical trial were published that assessed the rela-
tionship between terminal room disinfection and acquisition of HAIs [135,136]. This is the
first clinical trial to publish outcomes directly related to environmental UVC disinfection.
The target organisms identified were C. difficile, MRSA, VRE, and MDR-Acinetobacter spp.
Four terminal disinfection strategies were assessed: (1) quaternary ammonium compound
(QAC) disinfectant, (2) QAC + UVC, (3) bleach, and (4) bleach + UVC. In rooms of patients
with C. difficile infection, the control disinfection protocol also contained bleach as per
clinical standards.

The authors present that compared to standard cleaning measures, after UVC dis-
infection there was a non-significant, hospital-wide decrease in the risk of HAIs for all
pathogens listed [136]. p-values are often arbitrarily set to p = 0.05, meaning there is a 5%
chance that the null hypothesis is true. The p-value for the hospital-wide reduction in HAI
risk was 0.052. Looking closer at the relative risk (RR) value and confidence interval (CI),
RR (0.89, 95% CI 0.79–1.00) the upper CI is exactly 1. If the significance threshold had been
0.002 higher it would be considered statistically significant. Interpretations of this must be
taken with caution and are discussed below.

There are several factors not considered that may hide the true effect of UVC disinfec-
tion. There is a phenomenon called the Hawthorne effect, that simply studying something
can affect the results. In this study, the compliance of terminal cleaning in the control
group was 90%, but many other studies have shown much lower compliance rates, below
50% [8,137]. Cleaning compliance also increases with regular training sessions and moni-
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toring [138], which were incorporated into this study. Many studies have linked improved
cleaning to a reduction in bioburden and reduced HAI rates [11,139]. Thus, the control
group could be enhanced cleaning in itself—and dampen the treatment group results.

Using a p-value of 0.05, there were statistically significant reductions in HAI rates
for C. difficile (RR 0.89, 95% CI 0.80–0.99, p = 0.031) and VRE (RR 0.56, 95% CI 0.31–0.996,
p = 0.048) when UVC disinfection was compared to control. This data highlights the im-
portance of environmental contamination and the transmission of infectious pathogens
throughout healthcare facilities. Overall, this study starts the conversation on the clinical
outcomes and benefits of UV disinfection. It demonstrates the relationship between en-
hanced room disinfection, environmental bioburden, and the incidence of hospital-wide
HAI rates.

In a separate study that year, it was found that UVC disinfection in a pediatric long-
term care facility reduced viral infections by 44% (95% CI 0.37–0.84, p = 0.003) [140]. Most
importantly, when incorporated into routine cleaning, the benefit of UVC disinfection
increased each month. This may be due to the elimination of environmental reservoirs
and/or improved user training. While much of the research around UVC surface disinfec-
tion focuses on the reduction of bacterial bioburden, this study highlights the importance
of viral transmission from surfaces.

4.2. UV Disinfection of Porous Materials

Another consequence of the COVID-19 pandemic was the global shortage of medical-
grade PPE [141]. With the supply system strained, single-use PPE such as surgical masks,
N95 respirators, and disposable gowns were reused for days at a time [142]. A recent
study showed that healthcare workers who reused PPE had an increased risk of COVID-19
transmission [49]. Moreover, this risk was comparable to inadequate PPE; leaving frontline
healthcare workers extremely vulnerable to infection [49]. UVC disinfection of single-use
PPE was implemented during this supply shortage. Many studies have evaluated the
ability of UVC to inactivate SARS-CoV2 virions trapped in porous materials, particularly
face coverings.

A collection of disinfection studies showed that UVC light was able to significantly
reduce the microbial burden of soiled masks [62,143–145]. The time required for disinfection
ranged from 1 min to 10 min. All studies noted that the mask material integrity was
maintained after multiple rounds of disinfection. UVC disinfection of these materials does
have some limitations. To effectively disinfect materials, UVC must have direct contact with
the material. Any shadowing, or coverage by other materials (glass, plastic) would reduce
the amount of UVC available [134]. The efficacy of UVC to disinfect porous materials,
such as fabrics, is lower than non-porous surfaces, and often increases the time required to
disinfect these materials [146]. This must be considered when designing and implementing
UVC disinfection technologies. Overall, the ability to effectively decontaminate PPE would
not only reduce the risk of infection but also decrease the costs associated with single-use
PPE and the sheer volume of medical waste.

5. Conclusions

This review explores disease transmission in healthcare facilities and how environ-
mental disinfection is key to minimizing the transmission of infectious pathogens. UV
disinfection holds promise as an adjunct disinfection strategy to reduce the microbial
burden, and thus reduce transmission of disease. It is imperative that UV disinfection does
not replace manual cleaning of surfaces and is integrated into the existing regime. Different
UV applications may be suitable for each mode of disease transmission and should be
evaluated by trained infection control personnel to determine the most effective use of
equipment. Supplemental air-filtration units that utilize UVC may reduce the circulation
of infectious airborne pathogens, such as SARS-CoV-2, and may provide benefits when
used in high-risk areas. Further research into the long-term benefits of UV disinfection and
reduction of HAI rates will further promote this technology for use in clinical settings.
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